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A Given a semigroup homomorphism 8 : X* + 8( Y*) where g( Y*) is the powerset of 
P, we show that the inverse image K8” of a regular set K E Y* is regular, too. This theorem 
has several consequences generalizing previously known results. 
Let L be any set of words over a finite alphabet. Consider the following reduction 
process: Given a word you are allowed to delete in this word some occurrences of 
words that belong to L and to repeat his as often as you like. ‘IbeE you will be left 
with a finite set of words that is obtained from the given word. If you now take a 
set R of words and consider the set of words you get from R by this process, one 
could expect he structural complexity of the resulting set to depend very much on 
the complexity of the languages R and L [I]. In this paper we will prove the 
surprising result that if R is a regular set, then the resulting set is again regular, 
independent of the set L (e.g., even if L is nonrecursive). This result is formulated 
in Corollary 2. 
We will consider the problem more generally, namely, we want to show that the 
resulting set is obtained by forming the inverse image of R under a certain semigroup 
homomorphism. This reminds one of the known fact that the family of regular sets 
is closed under inverse homomorphism (homomorphism between free monoids). 
Indeed our result will represent ageneralization of this fact. To be precise, we 
to fix some notations. 
Let X* denote the free monoid over the finite alphabet 
the powerset of Y*. I 
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is the set we get from R by one deletion of a word in L. For the resulti set ) 
we obtain 
*(It)= 0 An(R) 
n=O 
where 
A’(R) := R and ) := A(A”(R)). 
If we now define the mapping 8 
8 : Ii-* -, 9(x*) 
bY 
we:={uEX*I w E A*(u)} for w E X*, 
one easily checks that for all wl, w2 E X* it holds that 
if we make P( X *) to a semigroup by introducing the following operation on P( X*): 
U- V:={uuluE U and uE V} for U, VSX”. 
Hence 8 is a semigroup homomorphism and fulfills RK’ = A*(R) where 
tr9-’ :={uEX*IVE ~449) for VEX*. 
This gives us a hint on h w to generalize our result. 
We are ready to state the main result which represents a generalization of the 
known fact that the class of regular sets is closed und,s inverse homomorphism. 
be two finite alphabets. Let 8 : X* + 8( Y*) be a semigroup 
c_ Y* a regular set. 7hen Ke-* is regular, too. 
introduce the notion of graph that facilitates the proof. 
~:=((u,v)~vElaO}5X*X P 
is called the grace of 8. e can express the fact that 8 is a semigroup homomorphism 
f and only if s^ satisfies 
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* is regular c4 (u-’ 
where 
U 
-I 
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is a &ire set. 
This is known as the quotient criterion 121. For a set U G X’, we define 
U’‘K:= u u-‘K. 
UEU 
rem 1. We will show that 
vu E x*: u-‘(Ktr’) = ((ue)-‘K)B? 
By using the quotient criterion, the regularity of Kt9-’ is obtained as follows: 
have to show that 
is a finite set. Because K is regular, we know that 
(uO)-‘K = u o-‘K 
VE ue 
is finite. Then it is clear that 
{((utI)-‘K)B-‘1 u E X*}c 9(X*) 
is finite, too. 
We prove (*). 
(“G”): Let w E u-‘(Kg-I). Then uw E K6-‘, i.e., there exks an x E K such that 
(UW, X) E 6. Because 0 is a homomorphism, we find x1 ) x2 E Y* satisfying x = x1x2 
and (u, x,), (w, x2) E 6 It follows that x1 E u6 and consequently x2 c (~6)~’ ence 
we get w E ((~0)~‘K)B-*. 
(“2”): Let w E ((uO)-‘K)B-‘. Then there exists an x2 E (~40)~ such that 
( w, x2) E 6. Hence there is an x1 E u6 (i.e., (u, x,) E e^) with x1x2 E As 8 is a 
homomorphism, we get (uw, x1x2) E 6 One concludes that uw E 6-l and therefore 
w E u-‘(K@-I). Cl 
e 
ue system on i.e., 
called reduction, by 
. Let S be u monadic 7’hue system and K s X* a reguh set. 
is lar, too. 
In 111, this is proven only under the additional assumption that the Thue system 
is context-f=, i.e., that for all a E X u { 1) the languages {84 I( y a) E S} are context- 
free. 
f. Define 0 by 
(yv)E6e VL for &VEX*. 
en, we have of course 
A*(K) = KO-? 
have to show that 6 is a semigroup homomorphism. But that is immediate 
use S is monadic. I3 
e assumption that S is monadic is indispensable. Take the following example: 
X=IO,bL S = ((boba, ab), (bbaa, ab)). 
en is len ucing but not monadic. One can show by induction ttat 
3.p-2 
omb” for n 32. 
f a word is reduced, it retains the property of containin al number of a’s 
ize a corollary of [I]. 
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e 
ry 1 to attest-fr suit worth statin 
f. This is a consequence of Corollary I because we can define the monadie 
Thue system 
s:= P‘‘={(w, t)l(z, W)E P} 
satisfying 
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